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Energy Body Emotion
Flags

Victim mode

Me me me 

Ungrounded, uncertain, unable to make

decisions

Very “in your head”

Being inconsistent, unable to focus

Beating yourself over the head with a stick

Operating from ego, obligation, should

Frustration

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1.Soul Self



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

a) Overly in the negative head space

b) Feeling separated from everything

c) Boundary issues - over-delivering, over-  

 giving, or being really closed off /

unavailable

d) Feeling lonely, disconnected from people

e) Uncertainty inside your relationships

f) Feeling vulnerable / awkward around other

people

g) Over dependency on your intuition… ignoring

logic / rationale as a means to also support

your decisions

h) Sex and intimacy issues

i) Imposter syndrome

J) Not believing you can have it all

2.Negative Self
 



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

A) Burnout 

B) Anger / rage

c) Powerless

d) Overdrive mode

e) Obsessive

f) Over identification with habits & beliefs as

“who we are” (to our detriment)

g) Being a pushover

h) Overly critical

i) Trying to explain everything, give everything

a purpose or a meaning

j) Boredom

k) Unable to receive advice

l) Lacking joy

m) Being overly critical

n) Absence of equality (in thoughts, actions,

decisions etc)

o) Comparisonitis

p) Doing for the sake of doing

q) Uninspired / lacking creativity or motivation

r) Seeking validation / approval from others

s) Being overly controlling or allowing

others to control us 

3.Positive Self
 



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

a) Trouble making decisions

b) Judgemental / hard on others

c) Inability to integrate / see / understand life

lessons

d) Difficulty balancing emotions & thought

biases 

e) Trouble remaining neutral 

f) Feeling unstable

g) Unable to hold conflicting narratives

h) Doubt, confusion, uncertainty

i) Absence of gratitude

j) Overly attached or overly detached (the

goal is non-attachment)

k) Suppressing emotions / emotionless

L) In avoidance or avoidance patterns

m) Not expressing feelings or emotions

n) Superficially “going with the flow” to avoid

depth or personal responsibility

O) Lack of objectivity 

P) Lack of gratitude

4.The Neutral Self



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

a) Any and all physical manifestations of pain

/ dis-ease / dis-comfort

b) Inability to sacrifice

c) Lazy

d) All or nothing (boom or bust mode)

e) Unable to surrender

f) Struggling to communicate yourself

6) Feeling uncentered, overwhelmed, in the

middle of chaos

h) Inability to balance all the different

aspects of life & business

I) Not knowing what feels good

5.The Physical Self



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

A) Fear of the unknown

b) Trying to control the future

c) Feeling misguided / misunderstood /

struggling to understand

d) Not speaking about something hoping it will

go away

e) Worrying / anxious

f) Fear of potential consequences

g) Absence of compassion

h) Fear of confrontation & conflict

i) Seeks resolution in the name of avoidance

rather than justice

j) Disagreeable with yourself and others

k) Afraid to make decisions

l) Sticking your head in the sand

m) Being careless

o) Not knowing what to say or when to say it

p) Being generally unclear about things

6.The Arc Line
 



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

A) Unable to build / create

b) In blame and shame

c) Lack of confidence / feeling insecure 

d) Feelings of inferiority

e) Not wanting to show up / glow up

f) Being easily victimised and influenced /

manipulated by others

g) Disconnect to emotions / being overly

protective of the heart 

h) Having trouble motivating or elevating

yourself

i) Hyper sensitivity

j) Projecting big overly inflated energy

outward to others

k) Being overly cynical / skeptical 

l) Past patterns reappearing 

m) Guilt, remorse, regret, revenge and/or

resentment

n) Feeling over defensive / wanting to engage

in battle (to our detriment)

o) Self-punishment

p) Intolerance of others

q) Trying to enforce our beliefs on others

7.The Auric Self



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

a) Interrupted breathing patterns, e.g. shallow

breathing, hyperventilating, feeling like you

can’t breathe etc

b) Feeling overstretched / exhausted

c) Irrational fear or anxiety

d) Not in flow

e) Giving breath (attention / voice) to things

that don’t serve you

f) Feelings of lack

g) Obsession with purification and cleansing

h) Over fantasising (staying in a dream world)

i) Obsessing over the past, and/or the future

j) Inability to exist in the present moment

k) Constant feelings of being out of your body 

l) Resistance

m) Law of Assignment & Law of Reflection

glaring at you

n) Abusing power, i.e. being bitchy, self-

righteous, vengeful etc

o)Demanding to have your power and authority

heard

8.The Pranic Self
 



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

A) Lack of calmness / patience / endurance /

perseverance

b) Obsession with perfection 

c) Impatience, restlessness, frustration

d) Confused, baffled, finding things mysterious,

impossible to understand

e) Tired, exhausted, fed up - desiring

stimulants, sugar, coffee etc

f) Unable to accept and appreciate your

mistakes

g) Failing to see the value in what you’re doing

h) Losing your initial drive / motivation

i) Pressured, like there’s too much to do to

“complete”

j) Getting lost in the “what SHOULD I be doing”

k) Spreading yourself too thin so you

accomplish nothing

l) Shallow, confused, gullible, too much “in

our head”, therefore much more susceptible to

deception

m) Easily persuaded against our best interests

(sometimes by ourselves)

9.The Subtle Self



 

Energy Body Emotion
Flags

a) Fear of conflict

b) Fear of being seen

c) All or nothing mode (similar to the 5)

d) Feel like you’ve accomplished nothing / will

never accomplish anything

e) Anger, fear, confusion directed towards

something we believe has “gone wrong”

f) Forgetting yourself and how far you’ve

come

g) Inability to see the Universe as a mirror /

echo chamber / hologram

h) Extreme tendencies… martyrdom,

obsessiveness, fanaticism 

i) Binding yourself to an image / idea of what

something SHOULD be

j) Inability to fully accept & respect yourself,

your past, your present, your everything

j) Inability to surrender to your own

magnificent power

k) Lack of dignity & radiance

10. Radiant Self



 


